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Abstract: The World Wide Web has brought an
enormous improvement in the lives of people, during
the last couple of decades. E-commerce is a new area
arisen during this evolutionary period and has changed
the traditional trading approaches for selling products
and services. It uses different techniques to discover a
market trend and analyze the competitor’s activities by
exploiting reviews’ information. On the other hand,
potential customers, also, use the online opinion to
make their purchase decision. Opinion mining and
sentiment analysis are the most critical and
fundamental domains of data mining which can be
useful for variety its sub-domains such as opinion
summarization, recommendation system and opinion
spam detection. Opinion mining and all its subbranches can be performed efficiently when there is a
comprehensive understanding of the most effective
features applied in those domains. To achieve the best
results, we need to use the most proper set of features
for different case studies in order to classification or
clustering. To the best of our knowledge, there is no
extensive study and taxonomy of variety range of
features and their applications in opinion mining. In
this paper, we do comprehensive investigation on
various types of features exploited in variety subbranches of opinion mining domain. We present the
most frequent features’ sets including structural,
linguistic and relation-based features as a complete
reference for further opinion mining research. The
results proved that using multiple types of features
improve the accuracy of opinion mining applications.
Keywords: Opinion mining, Feature selection, Opinion
spam, Recommendation system, Meta-data and contentbased Features

1. INTRODUCTION
By rapidly growing of the E-commerce and social
media, companies and businesses provide the facilities
for their customers to express their experience and
opinion toward their products or services. This positive
or negative opinion has an effective influence on fame or
defame of that business. It can raise or drop the sale rate
of the companies which effect on the reputation of them
[1, 2]. As the opinion reflects the experiment, thought,
motivation and emotion of people, we can extract the
meaningful information from their reviews. In opinion
mining unlike the other domains of data mining, the
main focus is on opinion analysis and how the people

express their opinion rather than the subject of opinion
[3, 4]. The opinion can be explained in three different
ways based on the requested format of the websites: Pros
and Cons (e.g., Clnet.com), Pros, Cons and detailed
review (e.g., Epinions.com), and free format (e.g.,
Amazon.com) [6]. Extracted opinion can be used by
academic research, business and potential customers
(before purchasing products) to benefit from this
valuable information [5]. Businesses usually want to
know about the market trend and its need, and, also,
about their competitors. On the other hand, research
studies need opinion analysis to develop their opinion
mining and data analysis applications. In this case
traditional methods such as human evaluators or manual
analysis cannot be applied to extract the information of
customers’ opinion or market feedbacks since they are
time-consuming and less accurate ways. Instead,
researchers benefit abundance of valuable information
scattered through the World Wide Web by exploiting
opinion
mining
techniques
and
applications,
automatically to extract the desired information.
The information is extracted from different set of
features. These features are categorized as content-based
features (e.g., word sentiment, POS tags, text similarity,
etc.) or meta-data features (e.g., date/time, helpful
feedback, number of reviews for product, etc.). Metadata features refer to those features which represent the
behavioural information of entities (i.e. review,
reviewers, group of review and product), while Contentbased features present the textual information about
them. They express different characteristics of different
entities. Features are critical part of any supervised and
unsupervised techniques. While variety range of metadata and content-based features have been exploited in
different mining applications, limited combination of
them have been used in data mining. So, many
techniques miss the opportunity of having more accurate
results by selecting and applying the effective
combination of features.
In this study, we not only evaluate different set of
features, but also, we present the most popular and
useful features which can be applied in different
domains. These detailed features’ investigation can be
used as a reference for future research which works on
different domains of data mining. We propose an
iterative algorithm which combines the most important
features in data mining techniques based on the graphbased structure. In addition, we propose four new
features which can be applied for different set on entities
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in data mining applications.

2. DATA MINING AND SENTIMENT
ANALYSIS
People usually express their opinion through the
opinionated websites. Reviews scattered through
opinionated websites such as Amazon.com, epinion.com,
tripadvisor.com, and sellerranking.com have changed the
method of our purchasing and made it to be more
effective. Opinion mining focuses on new variety types
of application in different domains (e.g., politic, ecommerce, health, etc.). Opinion mining as a subbranch of data mining contains the techniques which can
be applied to find the patterns or analysis of the data [53,
54, 55]. There are 7 steps in terms of knowledge
extraction from the corpus include determining the type
of knowledge need to be extracted, defining the desired
group of data, pre-processing step, cleaning the dataset,
data mining, pattern recognition and extraction, and
applying discovered knowledge. In opinion mining the
main focus is on sentiment extraction and its analysis.
Sentiment analysis can be used in different data
mining application such as opinion mining, opinion
summarization, opinion searching, recommendation
system and opinion spam detection. Opinion mining [11,
44] can be used for sentiment identification, and also, for
feature-based opinion mining. It can be considered in
document level, sentence level and feature level. To
determine the polarity in these levels, researchers use
corpus-based and dictionary-based approaches. In
corpus-based approach the co-occurrence of the words
identify the polarity, while in dictionary-based approach,
the synonyms and antonyms of the words based on seed
words and using some dictionaries such as WordNet
determine the sentiment. The first research on the
problem of opinion mining was conducted by Turney
(2002). They proposed an unsupervised learning
algorithm to classify reviews into thumbs up and thumbs
down [52]. The main problem of his method was
misclassifying of some terms which their orientation was
changed based on the context.
There are some problems in opinion mining analysis
such as domain dependency and conflicting opinion
words. It is a difficult task to know the orientation of an
opinion word by only considering it and the features that
it describes without considering the whole context
because of domain dependency issue. Conflicting of
opinion words in a context, also, causes an inaccurate
opinion analysis. We can use conjunction and
disjunction, automatically derived morphological
relationship, manual syntactic dependency rule templates
and WordNet synonyms, antonyms, IS-A relationship,
negation modifiers and morphological relation to assign
orientation to opinion word.
The first systematic work for opinion mining and
summarization has been done by Hu and Liu (2004).
Unlike the traditional text summarization techniques
which only summarize the sentences of the reviews, they

proposed a feature-based summarization system (FBS)
which summarizes the reviews of customers by
considering their opinion and the features that they
express their opinion in sentence level [43]. The results
proved that using compactness and redundancy pruning
on frequent extracted features and also considering
infrequent features rather than only focus on frequent
features improves the precision and recall of the
proposed method. But the only considered adjective as
opinion word and only focus on explicit opinion. There
variety domain of studies in opinion mining. Some of
them focus on opinion holder (the writer of opinion
which can be an individual or an organization) analysis,
some extract and summarize the features of reviews and
other techniques analysis the sentiment of reviews and
its strength. As an example, a review about a product has
variety types of features related to that object (e.g.,
camera, printer, etc.), its components (e.g., battery, hard
disk, etc.), and attributes (e.g., battery life, disk capacity,
etc.) and the opinion which describe the sentiment of
each part. Opinion can be expressed implicitly (only
implies the opinion with no subject) or explicitly
(directly mentions the polarity of the opinion) about
different types of entities.
Review, reviewer and the target are three main entities
which form opinionated documents. Researchers prove
that each pair of these entities has power low
relationship with each other. Usually most of the
reviewers write a small number of reviews for products
and a few numbers of reviewers write many reviews.
This fact is also applied for the relation between number
of products and reviews from reviewers, which means
that a small number of products can take a large number
of reviews and vice versa. Similar concept can be found
for the pair of number of feedbacks and reviews [42].

3. FEATURES OF OPINIONATED
DOCUMENTS’ ENTITIES
Features can be evaluated based on the entity which they
describe. Based on this concept, we have review-,
reviewer-, group of reviewer-, and target- centric
features. Review centric features extracted from the
information of the review. It can be considered either as
review text features (e.g., sentiment, number of words,
etc.) or review meta-data (e.g., rate, date/time, feedback,
etc.). Some of review-centric features are domain
dependent which reduce the generalization of the data
mining techniques. Reviewer-centric features are those
features which imply on behaviour and characteristic of
reviewer along with holistic investigation on all reviews
written by reviewer. The main problem is that some of
reviewer-centric features are not available in some
opinionated websites, so they cannot be applied
generally in data mining of variety opinionated sources.
Group of reviewer-centric features are those features
which reveal the relationship of those reviewers who
work together to express their opinion or change the
sentiment trend of the opinionated document. These

types of features are only available in a case which there
is the motivation for reviewers to work in a group.
Finally, the target-centric features are those features
which describe different aspects of a targeted entity
which reviewer describe it. Similar to reviewer-centric
features, this type of features are not made available for
further analysis by the companies. So, it causes reducing
the generality of the methods which consider it. Some
techniques prefer to focus on reviewer-centric features
rather than review-centric features because they are
easier to extract and trace.
Due to the limitation of each category of features, the
best way is exploiting the combination of the most
effective ones, since much useful information can be
collected from reviews, products, reviewer’s shared
profile and activity patterns. The efficient data mining
techniques are those which consider all entities with
their relations and their associated features to produce
more accurate results. In section 4.2, we describe our
proposed algorithm and how it aggregate the features
efficiently.
In this study, we make an investigation about three
groups of features including content-based features,
meta-data features, relational-based features and their
sub-categories. In opinionated websites different types of
features exist that based on the need of different
applications variety set of these features or the
combination of them are exploited. In these websites,
each product has its own profile along with the set of
reviews written by different reviewers. Some websites
even provides the profile for each reviewer which
includes his reviews, location, helpful rate, etc. Each
reviewer can post multiple reviews [10]. Each review
has textual content features along with meta-data
features. The features can be categorized as illustrated in
Figure 1.

Figure1 Data Mining Feature’s Taxonomy
In this study, we make an investigation on variety
range of features exploited in different areas of data
mining including opinion spam detection, opinion
summarization, sentiment analysis and recommendation
system. Features have been categorized based on the
concept(s) which they describe for different entities. In
Table 1-5, we present different set of features along with
their definition, their domains which they are applied
and also the references of the techniques which use that
specific feature. It should be noted that some of the

features are self-explanatory, so they do not need the
description.

3.1. Content-based Features
Review text contains a variety set of features which can
reveal valuable information about the reviewer opinion
about different subjects, features, and its strength. These
features imply on either linguistic concept or semantic
one. In order to extract the features’ values, we exploit
different text mining algorithms and natural language
processing (NLP) techniques according to the nature of
those features. The content-based features’ values are
collected from review’s body and used to evaluate the
linguistic and semantic patterns of the review content
[11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16].
Some set of techniques in data mining use a very
shallow set of textual features extracted or calculated
easily from the review content. This approach causes the
accuracy of the proposed technique to be reduced.

3.1.1. Sentiment-driven Features
During the last decade, opinion mining becomes a
very important concept in data mining domain as the
governments, private sections and individuals usually
need to know about the overall sentiment of viewpoint
about desired phenomena. To achieve this goal, many
powerful techniques have been proposed and many
investigations have been performed in this area. The
common target for all of them is to know about the
sentiment of the words express by people about different
features or topic. In this case, sentiment analysis and
extraction of its related features have been become
important tasks.
Sentiment or polarity of reviews or user generated
content is one of the main characteristics which people
consider when they want to make decision. This concept
refers to the feeling, experiments and idea of reviewer
about a product or service. It can be express for detailed
features or for whole product or service. In opinionated
websites, the idea can be represented through semantic
expression or by using stars or rates which imply on
three types of polarity including positive, neutral and
negative. As we can see in Table 1, this polarity can be
extracted by exploiting different set of features.
Sentiment analysis is a main part of any opinion
mining applications. In recommendation systems, first,
researchers should know about the customers’
preference (positive/negative opinion) about the products
and then the system can make the best suggestion. On
the other hand, in text and feature summarization, the
method extracts the sentiment of each feature and then
makes the summarization based on the polarity of
opinionated words. Sentiment classifiers performs their
analysis in document, sentence of feature level which
cause different set features from Table 1 can be used to
satisfy the classifiers need. In addition, as some of the
opinionated websites do not provide rating or some
reviewers (esp. Spammers) give mismatched rate

compared to review content, some sentiment analysis
and classification techniques can evaluate the sentiment
of the review and assign the rate to each review based on
its content [15]. There are many tools and algorithms
(e.g., NTUSD (NTU Sentiment Dictionary) [56])
exploited to identify the polarity of opinion reviews.
Table 1: Sentiment-driven features
Domain
of
Study
OM,
SD, RS,
TS

No

Name of
Feature

Description

1

Review
sentiment

Selfexplanatory

2

Polarity of
emotion
words

Positive/Ne
gative of
adjective,
adverb or
verbs

OM,
SD, RS,
TS

[10, 15,
16, 17, 19,
20, 21, 22,
23, 24,
25]

Status of
review

Bad/good
review is
after a
good/bad
review

SD, OM

[10, 17]

3

4

5

6

7

8

Review
Group
agreement

Polarity of
features
Number of
reviews in
Time
window
Opinion
strength
SentimentRate
difference

Whether the
review has
the same
polarity
with
surrounding
reviews
Selfexplanatory

[10, 13,
16, 17, 18,
19]

Table 2: Syntactic and Semantic-driven features

SD, OM

OM,
RS, TS

Number of
Positive/Ne
gative
reviews in
TW

OM,
SD, RS,
TS

Opinion
severity for
its polarity

OM,
SD, RS,
TS

Difference
of sentence
sentiment
and rate

Reference

performed by Dave et al. (2003). They applied
information retrieval techniques along with feature
scoring method in order to classifying the opinion of
features and documents. They used machine learning
approach and Rainbow text classification tool [46],
SVMlight package and Naïve Bayes classifier along with
Laplace smoothing [44].
Most of the techniques applied in document
representation rely on Bag-of-Word Model (BOW)
which is commonly known as a Vector Space Model
(VSM). Documents are represented as a linear vector
which describes the co-occurrence of words in textual
corpus. In VSM, many semantic relations among
concepts and their significant information will be lost
which cause reducing the accuracy of technique. The
other problem with VSM is that if the document is long,
it is very difficult to represent it as a vector model due to
its large size. The details of syntactic and semanticdriven features and the clues which can be extracted
from the review content are explained in Table 2.

SD

Domain
of
Study

Reference

Selfexplanatory

OM,
SD, TS

[10, 15,
16, 17, 19,
20, 21, 23,
25, 26, 29,
30, 31, 32,
33, 34]

2

Number of
noun,
adjective,
etc.

Selfexplanatory

OM,
SD, RS,
TS

[26, 32,
35]

3

Rate of
brand/
product
name

Percentage
or rate of
repetition of
brand/produ
ct name

OM,
SD, RS,
TS

[10, 17,
20, 21]

4

Review
content
similarity

content
similarity of
current
review with
other
reviews

SD

[10, 11,
15, 17, 20,
23, 24, 25,
27, 30, 31,
32, 34, 36,
37, 38, 39,
40]

5

Text
generality

Whether the
review is
general or
not

OM, SD

[38]

6

N-gram
feature

N-gram
noun
phrases
(unigram/bi
gram) the
combination
order of
terms

OM,
SD, RS,
TS

[10, 15,
16, 17, 18,
20, 26, 27,
29 , 31,
33, 34, 35,
36, 38, 39,
40, 41]

7

Percentage
of capital
word

Selfexplanatory

OM, SD

[10, 15,
17, 20,
42]

No

Name of
Feature

1

Number of
words,
sentences
(length of
review)

Authors

Description

[26]

[27]

[28]

Authors

*RS= Recommendation System, OM= Opinion Mining, TS= Text
Summarization, SD= Spam Detection.

3.1.2. Syntactic and Semantic-driven Features
Semantic of the word or review presents the meaning or
concept which describes it. This set of features has been
exploited by researchers to generate a semantic language
model in terms of similarity evaluation. They found that
not only duplicated reviews can be similar with each
other, but also those reviews which semantically are
similar through synonym words also can be considered
as duplicated reviews. On the other hand, syntactic of the
word refers to the grammatical role of that word within a
sentence of review. The first work of using semantic
classification of reviews in opinion mining has been

8

Percentage
of
numerals
word

Selfexplanatory

OM, SD

[10, 16,
17, 19]

9

Distributio
n of POS

Selfexplanatory

OM,
SD, RS,
TS

[18, 29,
31, 32, 35,
43, 44]

10

Term
frequencyinverse
document
frequency
(TF-IDF)
and Bagof-Words

Numerical
concept
which refers
to how
much a
word is
frequent
within the
document

OM,
SD, RS,
TS

[15, 16,
19, 30, 33,
35, 36,
45]

11

Subjectivit
y/Objectivi
ty of
review

Whether the
review is
objective or
subjective

OM,
SD, TS

[15, 20]

Pronoun

First/second
/
third person

SD, OM

[15, 16,
18, 19, 20,
21, 22, 23,
35]

Ratio of
grammatic
al words

Ratio of
question,
exclamation
,
punctuation
and html
tags

OM,
SD, TS

[15, 16,
19, 20,
26]

12

13

For future extraction, we need to have a mechanism
which can pars the document according to the positions
and roles of its phrases. POS tagging is that mechanism
which identifies the syntactic or morphological role
(noun, adjective, pronoun, verb, adverb, preposition,
conjunction and interjection, etc.) of the specific phrase
and its linguistic construction in the sentence. POS
tagging is one of the most important pre-processing steps
during data analysis, as it can help us to determine the
grammatical structure of the document. Evaluating of
adjectives, adverbs and pronouns, by using POS tagging,
can reveal variety sets of emotion and opinion hidden in
the review’s sentences. It can help the researchers to
identify the implicit and explicit opinion expressed
through the reviews.
POS tagging has a wide range of usage in data mining.
A simple pre-processing task involves dividing text into
meaningful segment according to boundary detection. In
most cases, a period (.), an exclamation mark (!) or a
question mark (?) are the usual signals that indicate a
sentence boundary. This step is applied in text
processing approaches such as information extraction,
text summarization, semantic role labelling, machine
translation, syntactic parsing and plagiarism detection.
NLProcessor can be used to produce POS tags and
syntactic chunking. The output of NLProcessor is a

XML file which shows the reviews along with their POS
tags [43].
Punctuation and writing style are the other indicators
applied in many data mining applications especially for
sentiment analysis. Alongside of writing style, the
syntactic expressions used by the reviewer can be
analyzed to determine the writing logic of that review.
1st, 2nd and 3rd person pronouns are three indicators
which some of the researchers use in different opinion
mining applications. These pronouns widely used in
opinion mining to evaluate the opinion of the reviewer or
other people who deal with that product or service. On
the other hand, in opinion spam detection, this feature
can be used to distinguish between spammer and nonspammer. For example, some researchers like [22, 35,
39] believe that spammers try to use 2nd and 3rd person
pronouns to remove the responsibility of telling lie from
themselves or due to insufficient personal experience
about that case, which both cases cause the
psychological distancing. While, other researchers such
as [18, 29] believe that 1st person pronoun is more
prevalence in spam reviews as the spammers try to
increase the credibility of their reviews and show that
they had such experience. Unlike the psychological
deception and lying which researchers [22, 34] believe
that the liars do not use first person pronoun to avoid
having the ownership of that lie, in opinion spam the
spammer tries to make the review more convincing and
put more impression by using first person pronoun. In
this case, spam reviews nature is different with normal
lying [34].
Domain dependency is the main weakness of those
data mining techniques which consider the set of
semantic and synthetic features. These techniques can be
exploited only for specific domain of study. In this case,
more robust techniques are needed which can be used in
cross-domain data mining. While content-based features
cannot provide all required information for data mining
activities, but they present strong clues, which can help
us for to develop variety set of applications in different
sub-domains of data mining.

3.2. Meta-data Features
Apart from content-based features, meta-data features
are those features which describe the additional
information about review, reviewer and his/her
behaviours which cannot be extracted from text of
review. The main sub-categories of meta-data features
are rating, date/time, helpfulness and position.

3.2.1. Rating-driven Features
Rating is one of the most popular features widely used
by variety sets of data mining techniques. This feature
can influence on the popularity trend of a product. The
review content should be match with its corresponded
rating, so, some techniques are developed to evaluate
this type of matching. As this concept can reduce the
accuracy of opinion mining techniques, detecting and

filtering these irrelevant reviews (e.g., advertisement
reviews or non-opinion reviews) can improve the results
of those techniques. These types of reviews play a
critical role especially in spamming activities, when the
spammers try to change the trend of product average
rating without spending their time to write the detailed
reviews. In opinionated websites rating is presented in
different formats including star (from 1 star to 5 star),
number (from 1 to 5)or binary value (thumbs up or
thumbs down). These different forms of rating usually
are normalized in the range of [0,1]. The details of
variety sets of rating-driven features are presented in
Table 3.
Table 3: Rating-driven features
No

1

2

Name of
Feature

Review
rating

Description

Rating of
the review

Rate
deviation

Deviation
from
average
rating

Similar
rating
reviews

Number of
similar rates
which a
reviewer
gives to a
product(s)

Domain
of
Study

Reference

OM,
SD, RS

[10, 11,
12, 13, 14,
15, 16, 17,
19, 20, 23,
26, 27, 46,
47, 48,
49]

SD

[10, 11,
15, 17, 20,
23, 25, 26,
27, 31, 34,
36, 37, 50,
51]

know about product popularity. Rating deviation of a
review can give important signal about the truthfulness
of that review. Finally, analysing the rating patterns
(number of positive/negative rating, similarity in rating
and rating for specific product’s category) of a reviewer
reveals the important characteristic about the reviewer’s
behaviors.
Review feedback is feature which some opinionated
websites provide for their users to give their opinion
about the usefulness of the reviews content. Feedback
can be present by assign a binary value into the review to
show that whether the review is helpful or not. This
factor shows the level of satisfactory of the readers who
find that review is useful, informative and effective.
Helpfulness can be considered as a factor which
increases the credibility of review. On the other hand, if
the reviews of reviewer gain more helpful rates, that
reviewer with be more reliable. This point should be
considered that similar to rate spamming, helpfulness
can be effected by spammers.

3.2.2. Time-driven Features
The time-related features are based on the posting date
and time of the review. In data mining applications, we
can use different fixed time units such as hour, day,
week, month and year, or the customized time unit (e.g.,
three-weeks time interval). Table 4 explains different
types of time-driven features along with their application
in different domains of data mining.
Table 4: Time-driven features

3

4

5

No
SD

Extremity of
rating

Burst
review rate

Rate of
reviews
posted in
burstiness
intervals

SD, RS,
OM

SD, OM

[10,17]

SD, OM

[10, 14,
17, 23, 27,
32]

6

Feedback
number

7

Helpful
Feedback
number

Selfexplanatory

Description

Authors

Extremity
of rating

Number of
feedbacks
which are
assigned to
the specific
review

SD, RS,
TS, OM

Name of
Feature

Domain
of
Study

Reference

1

Date/Time
of review

Selfexplanatory

SD, RS,
TS, OM

[11, 14,
15, 16, 19,
20, 31, 34,
41, 42,
51]

2

Time
window

Time
interval

SD, RS,
TS, OM

[11, 23,
27, 39, 40,
46, 49]

3

Time
window
review

The number
of reviews
in time
interval

SD, RS,
OM

[34, 38]

4

Max.
number of
reviews
per day

Selfexplanatory

OM, SD

[15, 25,
37]

Burstiness
window

Number of
days
between
first and last
review in
density time
intervals

OM,
SD, RS

[15, 25,
27, 36]

[15, 34,
37, 38]

[27, 38]

Rating feature is important for review, reviewer and
product. By evaluating the product average rating, we

5

Early
deviation

First
Review
Rate
deviation
from
average
rating

SD, OM

[27, 31,
49]

7

Burst
review rate

Number of
reviews
which
appears in
products
burstiness

SD, RS,
TS, OM

[36, 38]

8

Early time
frame

Spammer’s
review early
to increase
the impact

SD

[15, 34,
37]

9

ArrivingWriting
time

Time
between
registration
and writing
of reviewer

SD, RS

Authors

10

Review
Rank
(position)

order among
all reviews

SD

[10, 15,
16, 19, 17,
42]

11

First
position
review

whether
review is in
first position
or not

SD

[10, 16,
17, 19, 20,
23]

6

whether this duplication is due to website’s policy or
because of spamming activities.
Time interval between two reviews of a reviewer or
product can be an important signal for those techniques
which track the reviewer’s behavior (e.g., the activeness
of reviewer). Early time frame refers to what extent the
reviewer write review early. This feature is importance
since the top positions of reviews (i.e., early posted
reviews after product is lunched) can influence on
product’s popularity. If the launched date of product was
not specified for the website, we consider the date of
first review as launched date of that product. Reviewing
activity of reviewers refers to the time period between
first and last reviews of reviewers. Reviewers who write
reviews after a reasonable time are less like to be
spammers than those who create an account and post
some reviews and after that never use that account. So,
time-driven features are very important features in data
mining domains and more specifically, in spam detection
field.

3.3. Relational-based Features

Review distribution can be analyzed in different scales
of time windows. Time window is the time interval
between any two consecutive temporal points. Variety
types of information required of different data mining
applications (e.g., product’s popularity trend analysis,
recommendation system and popular features’
summarization) can be extracted through review
prevalence evaluation. In some intervals the number of
reviews for specific products increases dramatically.
This burstiness (large amount of reviews within a short
time interval) happens due to different reasons including
releasing of product, promotion time or posting fake
reviews by product’s owner to change the popularity
trend of his product or competitor’s product. If the
number of reviews in a specific time interval becomes
greater than the threshold, this time interval can be
considered as burstiness time interval. To investigate the
burstiness, we need to standardize the format of the
review posting date.
Some websites such as Amazon.com, copy all the
reviews of one version product for all the version of
same product (i.e., the main difference between them is
only the color). Identifying this duplication can improve
the opinion analysis results. We can perform this task by
assessing the posting date of the reviews. Duplicated
reviews, also, can be happened due to spamming
activities which spammers try to post a huge number of
reviews in same day to change the rating trend of
product. So, it is a complicated task to distinguish

There are some groups of features which are mostly
significant for opinion spam detection or opinion
mining. As mentioned before, the entities have
relationships with each other. Considering these types of
relationships can improve the accuracy of data mining
techniques. For example, the number of reviews which a
reviewer writes for a group of products reveals the
relationship between reviewer, reviews and product. The
relational-based features are illustrated in Table 5.
Table 5: Relational-based features
No

1

2

3

4

Name of
Feature

Description

Domain
of
Study

Reference

Singleton
review

Whether the
review is
reviewer’s
sole review
or not

OM, SD

[15]

Ratio of
Singleton
reviews

Number of
singleton
reviews
among all
product’s
reviews

OM, SD

[38, 46,
48]

Proportion
of positive
singleton

Number of
positive
singleton
reviews
among all
the reviews

OM,
SD, TS

[48]

Only
review

Whether
this review
is the only
product’s
review

OM, SD

[10, 17]
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5

Group
rating
deviation

Reviews’
rating
deviation of
a group of
reviewers

OM, SD

[31, 49]

6

Group
content
similarity

Reviews’
content
similarity of
group of
reviewers.

OM, SD

[31, 49]

7

Group
early time
frame

First group
of reviewers

[31, 49]

In spamming activities, reviewers are either singleton
reviewer or multi-reviews reviewers. If a reviewer writes
only one review, we call that reviewer as singleton
reviewer and that review as singleton review. Multiplereviews reviewers can change the market trend for a
specific product or group of products, so, this concept
should be considered in data mining applications. These
two types of reviewers have different behaviors which
cause simple methods cannot detect their activities
accurately.
Those reviewers who write multiple reviews for a
single product with more likelihood will be review
spammers. Proportion of positive singleton reviews is a
good indicator to investigate this probability. Spammers
usually try to post the reviews as a singleton review by
posting different reviews under different userID. In this
case, the methods which develop to detect multi-reviews
reviewer cannot catch them. Usually spammers hired by
companies try to write bulk of reviews in short period of
time by using different user id due to prevent to be
detected by existing detection methods. As we can see in
Table 5, singleton reviewers have different
characteristics which make them difficult to be detected.
On the other hand, sometimes reviewers work within a
group to increase the influence of their reviewing. This
group activity reveals a set of significant features which
can be exploited in variety domains of data mining,
especially in opinion spam detection and group of
spammer detection. In group of spammer, the rating
behavour, review content and review posting time are
similar. Mostly, the group average rating is deviated
from targeted product’s average rating. All these signals
help us to improve our prediction results.
The evaluation of existing techniques and the set of
features they have exploited prove that considering those
features which can be extracted from the relationships
among entities can improve the accuracy and generality
of any proposed techniques. But, we should know which
combination of features is the most useful and
informative sets, and can be applicable in our research.
In next section, we present our proposed graph-based
model which considered these relationships among
entities.

Different entities in opinion mining have their own
characteristic explained through variety set of features.
However, considering these individual sets of features
cannot reveal all characteristics and hidden relationships
existed among entities. Opinion mining entities can have
influence on each other through reviewing activities (as
mentioned in section 3.3).

4.1. Feature Prevalence
Applications

in

Data

Mining

In this section, we make an investigation on the existing
sub-categories of data mining techniques. As it can be
analyzed from Table 1-5, different domains of data
mining use variety sets of features. This evaluation can
help the researchers to know which set of features are
popular to be applied in desired domain and to what
extent they are important. The results of this analysis are
illustrated in Figure 2.

Figure2 Prevalence of Data Mining Features in different
Domains
As illustrated in Figure 2, opinion mining techniques
mostly use syntactic and semantic features related to the
review content. Recommendation systems find that
syntactic features along with sentiment analysis features
give the best result for their methods. The usage of all
four categories in text summarization is near to equal,
but they use few numbers of features from each
category. An interesting result, which can be extracted
from the above diagram, is that opinion spam detection
techniques use all four categories along with high
number of features from each category. The most
common category in opinion spam detection domain is
syntactic features, as the professional reviewers write the
reviews in such a way that cannot be detected easily. In
this case, opinion spam detection techniques need more
complicated features to capture the spamming clues.
Another result from Figure 2 is that relational-based
features mostly used by opinion mining and opinion
spam detection techniques as they present the more
useful and important information about entities, which
work together to generate the opinionated document, for
those two types of techniques.

4.2. Multi-iterative Graph-based Structure for
Data Feature Extraction
The graph structure is represented as a tripartite network.
In this structure, review and product are connected
through the “belonged relationship” link. Review and
reviewer are connected through the “posted relationship”
link. Reviewer and product are connected through the
“reviewed relationship” link.
The proposed model combines the multi-iterative
algorithm and graph entities representation structure to
perform feature extraction for data mining. It focuses on
finding inter-relation and intra-relations among entities,
their joint and disjoint features, and how they can
connect with each other in terms of having effective
feature selection process. The main advantage of this
structure is that it monitors behaviors of the entities and
produce more accurate feature values for different data
mining application. All entities will be evaluated
simultaneously and produce new set of relational-based
features iteratively. The graph-based model is flexible
and scalable linearly so it can be generalized in other
domains of data mining. The proposed model is
presented in Figure 3.

propose an iterative algorithm. We integrate the pieces
of information extracted from the proposed graph
structure. Then, we have an iterative algorithm which
updates entities’ features value iteratively based on their
neighbours entities’ features, the results from last
iteration and using the inter- and intra-relationships
among them.
Each entity has a set of features which in our method
their values become normalize and the score is assigned
to them. These features of each entity are integrated with
each other through a linear combination. In our proposed
algorithm, we have two main steps include initializing
and iterative computation. In initialize step of iterative
algorithm, the entities will be initialized by using the
value of extracted features. In iterative step, we use the
previous calculated score to update the current feature
score of the entity. Finally, we utilize final value, after
convergence of algorithm, to determine the final value of
entities’ features.
As this model can reveal the most useful features of
entities it can be a framework for any data mining
techniques. It can be the main part of feature extraction
phase, and provide desired information for further
analysis.

5. CONCLUSION

Figure3 Multi-Iterative Graph-based Model for Opinion
Feature Extraction
In Figure 3, the red curve represents the concept of
iteration. Multi-iterative feature extraction algorithm is
introduced to capture the relations of entities which
reveal during iteration phase. For example, when we
evaluate the features of reviewer individually, we do not
have any knowledge about the features of reviews which
he has posted. After we evaluate whole graph structure,
we will be informed about their relations. Multi-iterative
algorithm adjusts the value of relational-based features
after some iterations (in our study, we consider after the
changing rate of the features’ value becomes less than
the threshold < 0.01).
Variety types of features, relations and their possible
assigned values cause the graph size become
exponential, and hardly can be controlled. In this
situation, previous study found that general MRF model
becomes useless for such a large network. So, we

In this paper, we performed a comprehensive study on
different types of features exploited in different domains
of data mining and information retrieval. The features
have been categorized into content-based features, metadata features and relational-based features. Obviously,
each feature has its own characteristic and can be
effective differently in variety applications. So, the main
goal of this study was providing a reference for
researchers to select the most effective set of features
and combine them based on the scope and application of
their research. We proposed four new features which can
improve the data mining application techniques. Finally,
we proposed a graph-based model for feature extraction
which can reveal the entire relationships among different
entities.
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